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LUDVIK LOYDA 

RIVER VALLEYS AND GEODETIC MEASUREMENTS 

Two natural sciences, geomorphology and quaternary .geology, are engagend 
in the description of the superfical formations and in the origin of present forms 
of relief. They both are convinced this formation is caused by the so called ero
sion agents - water, air, changes of temperature, etc. The current water activity 
is supposed very important in this process; not only erosive disintegration of solid 
rocks, but also transporting of weathered and dispersed material as well as its 
deposition are due to it. 

The process of erosion-transportation-sedimentation has thus become the basis 
of all explications of the earth relief genesis, and up to now nobody has doubted 
Its course. It is evident, as we can observe quite well the work of the current 
water. It seems thus hat the geologic-geographical science has finally found out 
both the characters and the proper concept of one of the basic natural processes. 
The explications of all geological and geomorphological textbooks convince us 
about it. 

The erosive work of running water, as we know from texbooks, is illusory, 
however. One can doubt neither the transportational activity of water currents, 
nor the sedimentation of transported material, but the beginning of the process, 
i. e. erosive activity of water streams can be rightly supposed he weak point 
of the whole cycle. 

For the time being, this process is supposed to pass in the same way both 
in unconsolidated and in solid rocks. The course of erosion .in loose rocks has 
been studied for a long time already, so that we know its dependence on the 
velocity of water current (change of lateral erosion into downcutting and its re
version again), then the forming process of free meanders, bifurcation of river 
channels and so on. For the time being, however, we only suppolle the existence 
of erosion in solid rocks (especially in igneous rocks and crystalline schists). We 
cannot rely on direct observation, as it is with erosion in unconsolidated sedi
ments and therefore, we do not know at all the relation between the velocity 
of water current, the resistance of rocks and the time of erosive action supposed. 

The presence of water current on the valley bottom has led us always to the 
idea the river valleys have originated in the same way as erosion furrows formed 
by rain water in unconsolidated sediments. Therefore, on the ground of this 
analogue in the relation between the valley and the water current, we always 
suppose causality, as well: these are water currents that form present valleys 
by their erosive activity. According to common opinion, current water is the active 
factor, whereas valleys are only its passive result. Causal relation is acceptable 
also in reverse, and it can be supposed therefore thai water runs quite naturally 
to the lowest parts of the earth's surface (present valleys), that may have' origi~ 
nated in a tectonic or in any other way. 
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Both expll,mations mentioned -- the erosive and the tectonic one- have not 
yet been well documented. Nevertheless, the erosive explanation is supposed 
to be correct, whereas the tectonic one was refused a century ago. Its author 
(0. Peschel, 1869) could not defend it and since that time the concept of river 
valleys origin has not yet been investigated. . 

However, this has been taking a turn in the last 10-15 years . Arguments 
for validity of the tectonic opinions has been more and more frequent, while 
erosion explanations have not yet been sufficiently documented. The presence 
of block-type movements in the river valleys is confirmed by changes of ftream 
gradient, by variations in river meandering and especially by differences in 
thickness and composition of river sediments (Lunev, 1967, etc. ). It was found 
out in this way that e. g. in large ereas of Siberia, the river valleys are only 
of tectonic origin (Piotrovski, 1968, Voskresenski, 1968, etc.). Also many African 
rivers (especially in Sudan) do not form valleys and their beds lie on the level 
with the surrounding area. In this case all erosive assumpions fail. The expla
nation is not difficult, however. On the old shield which is very stable, no larger 
tectonic movements have occured, and no grabens developped lately. Surface 
water cannot drift thus into linear trenches and flows only through small depres
sions in the almost flat or slightly undulated relief. 

The origin of tectonic grabens is caused evidently by earth crust spreading. 
Variously sunken blocks form the valley bottom and its slopes which are often 
stepped, e. g. in the Terek River valley in the Caucasus Mts. (Fig. 1). Each 

1. The tectonic v,alIey of the Terek River in the Caucasus Mts. (after Rastvorova, 
Scherbakova, 1968) 
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2. The lateral migration of the Ural River channel near the Suunduk River mouth 
(after Voskresenski, 1968) 
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of these blocks moves separately, but most intensive are the movements of blocks 
within the valley bottom. Owing to the unevenness of these partial movements, 
water stream beds should be therefore shifted to places of the strongest subsidence 
of blocks. This theoretical assumption is confirmed by well-known migrations 
of river channels on the bottom of broad walleys (Fig. 2). 
- Geology and geomorphology can only describe the consequences of a tectonic 
movement which passed in the past. But the present movement, its course and 
character cannot be observed. Hewever, its existence and some features can be 
found out and observed by exact geodetic measurement. Repeated levelling 
is therefore its only direct, as well as exact verification. 

Results of these measurements have not been so frequent up to now, however, 
so that they cannot be always available while solving problems concerning the 
gene'lis of valleys. Geodetic networks were founded for quite different purpose; 
levelling principally observes its own problems till now, i. e. precision of measu
rement. Only a simple map with a drawing of the river system enclosed with 
the drafts of repeated measurements shows surprisingly that the majority of ano
malous values is just connected with river valleys. 

Thus we can complete the Waalewijn's (1960) drafts of repeated levellings 
from South Netherlands with a schematic map of the river system (Loyda, 19711). 
In the first case the Tilburg - Valkenswaard levelling line crosses four small 
rivers: the Leij, the Reusel, the Beerze and the Dommel river. Measurements 
carried out in 1932 and 1951 show especially intensive subsidence of bench 
marks just in the area of these rivers. . 

Measurements of the second levelling line along the right bank of the Maas 
River were repeated in 1923, 1937 -39, 1954 and 1960. The subsidence of bench 
marks is more intensive where the SwaIm and the Roer River empty themselves 
into the Maas. From this we can draw the fault lines connect or cross here and 
this crossing is accompanied by more intensive subsidence of blocks forming the 
bottom of these graben-like valleys. . 

Subsidence of walley bottom revealed by levelling cannot surely be explained 
by erosion, but only by tectonic activity. We can count these tectonic move
ments will be much more intensive in areas with stronger seismic and volcanic 
activity. This theoretic assumption is confirmed by results od repeated levellings 
in the northwestern part of the Yellowstone National Park and in its nearest 
surroundings. \Vithin 25 years, measurements were carried out along the Madison 
River (1934 and 1959). The subsidence rate in the valley bottom established 
here in this period reached almost 6 m (Small, 1965). It is not only the sedi
mentary filling of the valley which moves down, but also the bedrock subsides, 
on which some bench marks are situated. Also here the erosion explanation is 
out of question, so that this can be explained by tectonic activity: river valleys 
seem to be only narrow grabens. 

It is true, levellings from the Netherlands mentioned demonstrate only the 
general movement of the valley bottom in comparison with its surroundings, but 
from repeated levellings in the Yellowstone National Park it is quite clear that 
the valley bottom has been formed by a mosaic of small blocks, each of which 
mowes separately. 

Besides these uneven subsidences on the valley bottom, the exceptional uplift 
of some blocks hfiS been discovered by repeated levellings. This movement of 
isolated blocks was stated e. g. by repeated measurements carried out on the 
Garm experimental polygon established on the margin of two mountain ridges 
- the Pamir and the Tyan-Shan Mts. The levelling line crosses here the Surk-
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hob River valley, on whose bottom the uplift of the alluvial sediment base up to 
55 m was found out even earlier. Repeated measurements have proved the conti
nuation of this uplift even in our time (Pevnev et al., 1968). The principle of the 
river valleys tectonic origin is also verified by relevellings carried out .in the 
Rhinegraben between the towns of Mainz, Worms and Darmstadt (Kuticher 
et al., 1968). On the one hand, levelling lines cross here the bottom of the graben 
several times, and on the other hand, they cross several brooks on its eastern 
slopes (Fig. 3). Results of repeated levellings in the Netherlands are fully accep
ted in the later case, as well. All bench marks in close vicinity of these small 
water currents have been moving down more intensively on the valley bottom 
as well as on its slopes (Fig. 4, 5). 

Geodetical measurements have found out thus the existence of tectonic move
ments where only erosive processes have been supposed till now. By geomorpho
logical considerations and methods this valley bottom movement could not be 
hitherto found out. Therefore, when recognizing the character of natural actions, 

3. The course o[ levelling lines on the Rhinegraben bottom 
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of their causes and connections, no modification and defence of old unapproved 
ideas are of use - even if these ideas become almost dogmas (by permanent 
repeatingi) in which we see neither their original form of idea and consideration, 
not their still existing problematics, as well. 

When studying grabens and causes of their origin we get into the wide field 
of blocks tectonics, sea-flor spreading, continental drift etc. and thus into the 
sphere of not only geological, but also geophysical, geodetical, and astronomical 
investigations. It is necessary to point out we cannot expect subsidence of die 
bottom of all river valleys. Assuption of contemporaneous spreading of tll tecto
nic zones on which graben valleys have arisen does not seem real. Tectonic rest 
or activity in these mobile belts are usually changeable and depend on factors, 
by which these blocks are put in motion. Further investigations of tectonic mo
vements in river valleys can thus be of great significance for recognizing present 
motion of larger earth crust blocks and of their global causes. 
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lUCNI ODOLI A GEODETICKA MEttENI 

Dosavadni pei'dstavy 0 erosntm. vzniku i'l~nich udoll jsou zalo~eny na nedokfizanem 
pi'edpokladu, ~e vodni toky se zai'ezavaji do pevnfch i nezpevnenfch hornin stejnfm 
zpfisobem. V poslednl doM se v~ak stAle ~asteji objevuji geologicke i geomorfologicke 
dfikazy 0 tektonickem pfivodu i'l~nfch udolf, potvrzujicl vlastne 100 let starf piledpo
klad O. Pes chela. Tektonicke pohyby se v i'fi!nlm udolf proJevujl zmenami spAdu vodnlch 
tokfi a zmenami v meandrovanl i'ek, rozdllech mocnosti a slo~enf sedimentii ap., av~ak 
jejich diikazem jsou i stupfiovlte svahy I1doH (obr. 1), migrace l'l~n(ch koryt (obr. 2) aj. 
Nejnovej~lm potvrzenim existence tektonickfch pohybii v areAlu i'l~nlch Moll fsou 

vfsledky opakovanfch nivela~nlch merenL Publikovane grafy je ov~em tl'eba doplnif 
mapkou i'(~nl site a zaroven lokalizaci vodnlch tokii do profllu nivela~nl linie. Ukazuje· 
se potom velmi jasne, ~e vetSinaanomfilnlch hodnot, objevenych opakovanou nivelacf, 
se va~e prave na i'i~nl udoH (obr. 3, 4, 5). Dna a stupfiovite svahy i'l~nlch udoll jsou 
tedy zi'ejme tvoi'ena klesajicimi krami a vznikla vlastne stejnfm zpiisobem jako mno" 
hem vetSi grabenovite propadliny ve vfch. Africe, jako rfnsky prolom mezi Vogesami 
a Schwarzwaldem aj. Studium tektonickfch pohybii v oblasti i'i~nlch Moli proto mii:le 
objevit pohybove tendence celfch kontinentfi nebo jejich Mst!. 
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